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1.

DEFINITIONS

Terms printed in bold are as defined in the TCS Electrical Safety Rules.

Bonding Connection

An Approved form of connection applied at link boxes, joint bays or other
points of work to provide an efficient connection to eliminate differences in
potential and to carry any current that may arise during fault conditions

Cable Systems

Equipment connected to the System associated with cables including,
but not limited to, cables, links boxes, SVLs, joints, bonding connections,
cable sealing ends, terminations, glands, cable insulating fluid systems

Earthing System

The combination of earth tape, rods, mats, and mesh at a specific
Location (usually a substation). The Earthing System provides a low
resistance path for earth fault currents, and connects Equipment on the
System that requires an earth connection (structures, earth switches,
neutral points, surge arrestors etc.)

Earthed Working

The method of working where all Equipment and conductive materials
which are exposed in the work area, are effectively bonded together and
then connected to earth at the point of work.

Impressed Conditions

Conditions which could cause dangerous induced voltages or currents,
differences in earth potential or voltage differences across any break in the
conductive path.

Insulated Working

The method of working where the Person is insulated from contact with
objects at different potentials.

Sheath Voltage
Limiter (SVL)

A device that limits the Voltage across two points i.e. between the
metallic sheath and earth or across an insulated barrier in a joint.

Technical Specialist

Transfer Potential

2.

Any individual within, or external to the Company with detailed specialist
technical knowledge to assist when required in the safe installation,
preparation for work, maintenance and repair of cables, Cable Systems
and composite systems (systems comprising cable and overhead)
A potential rise of an earthing system caused by an earth fault,
transferred by means of a connected conductor (for example a metallic
sheath or armour) into areas with little or no potential rise relative to the
reference earth. This results in a potential difference occurring between
the conductor and its surroundings.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This procedure sets down the process to be adopted when applying principles established by the
TCS Electricity Safety Rules (TCS ESRs) and Safety Rules Supporting Procedures (SRSP) to
achieve Safety from the System for personnel working on Cable Systems.
The SRSPs seek to compliment and apply detail to Approved Code of Practice (ACOP) documents
published by the HSE. Although ACOP’s are not law if not followed, you will be required to
demonstrate that your safe system of work is of an equal or higher standard.
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2.1

This Approved procedure shall be applied to all cables which fall under the TCS Electrical
Safety Rules.
This Approved procedure does not provide guidance for working on Cable systems
connected to overhead lines. Before any work is carried out in these circumstances, advice
shall be sought from a Technical Specialist. This would usually require the disconnection of
the cable from the overhead line.

2.2

2.3

For optical fibre cable installations the precautions for working under Impressed Voltage
Conditions need only be considered where the cable is armoured or screened with a metallic
or carbon fibre sheath; or when a continuous tracer is incorporated into the construction of
the cable.

3.

DANGERS

The main dangers when working on, or near to, cables and their accessories are electric shock,
burns or other injuries arising from:







The possibility of personnel mistaking cables on which it is unsafe to work for those on
which it is safe to work.
Voltage difference when the sheath or cores at the point of work are connected to a
different earthing area from the one at the point of work, and an earth fault occurs in one of
these earthing areas.
Other cables or services within the work area which may be at a different potential.
Proximity to exposed Live Equipment, other cables or services.
The sudden release of stored energy in pressurised cable systems.
Damaged or poor condition cables.
Contact with Live cables during excavation.

4.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR WORK ON CABLE SYSTEMS

4.1

Work should never take place on Live cables.

4.2

This Approved procedure must be applied to all Cable Systems under the TCS ESR’s.
However, the sections of this procedure concerned with the precautions for working under
Impressed Voltage Conditions need not be applied in the following circumstances:a) Where it has been established by calculation, test or existing knowledge that there is no
possibility of dangerous Impressed Voltage Conditions arising.
b) When working on communication cables where other codes of practice apply.
c) When all adjacent circuits are limited to Systems having resistance earthing in which
the fault current does not exceed 2.5kA.
d) When using Live working techniques on LV cables.

4.3

When considering a) above, two conditions pertaining to electromagnetic induction and rise
in earth potential can arise and the appropriate recommended voltage limits are:a) 60 volts for steady state, i.e. continuous induced voltages.
b) 650 volts for fault conditions where the fault current can be cleared within 0.2 secs, or
430 volts where clearance times are more than 0.2 secs.

4.4

Following calculations and assessments of induction between cables in a number of
installations, it is considered that precautions relating to working under Impressed Voltage
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Conditions due to induced currents and voltages are not required when working on cables
which are wholly within one Earthing System but, working under Impressed Voltage
Conditions shall be necessary when working within one Earthing System where the effects
of capacitive coupling within the site are present.
4.5

Where adjacent Earthing Systems are bonded together by either cable sheaths or earthing
conductor, it cannot be assumed that this necessarily constitutes a single Earthing System.
In these circumstances the precautions for working under Impressed Voltage Conditions
must be applied, unless it has been established by calculation or test that the voltage limits
will not be exceeded.

5.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR WORKING ON HV CABLE
SYSTEMS

5.1

This Procedure sets out the methods to be used when carrying out identification, spiking
and phasing on HV cables.
All cables shall be treated as Live (especially cables which are either damaged, or have
exposed Conductors), until proven Dead by an Approved procedure. No person shall
touch the insulation which covers any Conductor (primary insulation) subject to High
Voltage unless a Safety Document has been issued.

5.2

All HV cables to be worked on must be identified at the point of work by the use of
Approved cable identifying equipment and then spiked using an Approved cable spiking
tool. The exceptions to carrying out both identification and spiking are:a) Where the cable can be physically and visually traced over its whole length from the
place of work to a termination which is Earthed, there is no need to identify the cable
with the Approved cable identifying equipment or to spike it.
b) Where the cable can be physically and visually traced from the point of work, to a point
on the cable where it has previously been spiked, after which the cable has not been
made Live, there is no need to identify the cable with the Approved cable identifying
equipment or to spike it.
c) When carrying out sheath repairs on the oversheath only, the requirement to spike the
cable can be waived when following the procedure laid out in Guidance Note 2.
d) For HV pot-ended cables, where the use of cable identifying equipment is not possible,
spiking is MANDATORY following the completion of the specific Risk Assessment in
Appendix 5. The cable needs to be identified by an Approved cable identifier following
spiking.
e) For cables operating at 33kV and above, where the primary insulation is to remain
intact (i.e. only the metallic sheath is to be cut), the cable can be positively identified
using the method described in Appendix 3. The requirement to spike the cable can
then be waived.
f) When carrying out intrusive work on existing cable joints that have been previously
identified, the requirement to spike the cable can be waived. These cables should be
identified with an Approved cable identifier and traced to a point of demarcation i.e.
physically tracing a bonding lead to a labelled link pit/pillar.

5.3

A Safety document Shall be issued prior to interference with the cable sheath and
associated cable sheath bonding links.
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5.4

When a cable is terminated into Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS), consideration should be
given to the effects of Impressed Voltage Conditions being present on the switchgear on
the switchgear side of the termination.

5.5

A documented means of identifying which links have been removed and subsequently
replaced shall be produced by the Senior Authorised Person issuing the Safety
Document.

5.6

Safety Documentation.
The following Safety Documents may be required for work on an underground cable:



A Sanction for Test to cover cable identification, spiking, preparation and phasing.
A Permit to Work to cover the jointing work.
A Sanction for Test to cover the return to service testing.

Where the work under a Sanction for Test is at more than one location, the preparation
work at each location must only take place under the Local Supervision of the Senior
Authorised Person.
5.7

Cable Identification, Spiking and Testing (General)
5.7.1 Cable drawings must be used to aid in identifying a cable on which work is to be
carried out, this may include a number of third party cable records.
Cable records alone are insufficient to identify a cable. The cable shall, where practicable,
be positively identified by the Senior Authorised Person issuing the Safety Document
using Approved cable identification equipment which will impose a signal onto the cable
from an identified point. The signal must then be identified at the point of work using a
detector. Care must be taken to ensure the signal is genuine and not induced. The
identified cable shall be suitably marked at the point of work and where reasonably
practicable the identification should be witnessed by the Competent Person who will be
accepting the Safety Document.
5.7.2 If it is not possible to ascertain definitive identification with the use of the Approved
cable identifier. The following method may be used to identify the cable:a) Verify the integrity of the cable oversheath on the cable requiring identification.
b) Using Insulated Working a section of the oversheath should be removed at the position
where the work requiring the cutting of the metallic sheath is to be carried out.
c) A Bonding Connection must then be applied to the exposed metallic sheath and
connected to the Common Earth Bar via the Bridling Bar.
d) Carry out an oversheath test on the cable to be worked upon. The objective of the test
is to confirm the presence of the Bonding Connection at the position where the cutting
of the metallic sheath is to be carried out. This will be indicated by the operator of the
test set being unable to raise the test voltage and at the same time the Ammeter of the
set indicating the passage of high current.
e) Disconnect the oversheath test equipment.
f) At the position where the metallic sheath is to be cut and removed use Insulated
Working to remove the Bonding Connection previously applied as detailed in c) above.
g) Carry out an oversheath test on the cable to be worked upon. The objective of the test
is to confirm that the removal of the Bonding Connection where the cutting of the
metallic sheath is to be carried out enables the operator of the test set to raise the test
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voltage to the value required by the work specification. The Ammeter on the test set
should only indicate the passage of a low value of milli-amperes consistent with the
normal oversheath test value. If the operator is not able to raise the voltage and high
current still flows through the Ammeter then this indicates the presence of an earth path
additional to that provided by the previously applied Bonding Connection. This may be
a genuine oversheath fault or an inadvertent earth elsewhere on the metallic sheath or
bonding system of the section under test. In such circumstances the Senior
Authorised Person shall consider the test results and decide whether the results have
unambiguously identified the metallic sheath to be worked on as the correct cable.
5.7.3 Where it has not been possible to identify a cable then the risk of working on
energised cables must be removed. Other cables in the vicinity can be eliminated by
positive identification, de-energising the cables or a combination of both methods
depending on the circumstances and what is considered reasonably practicable. A cable
not to be worked on shall be clearly marked by applying a Danger Notice or Danger Tape.
5.7.4
a)
b)
c)
d)

When the cable is to be identified and spiked:-

Identify the cable at the point of work using the Approved procedure.
Spike the cable (under the Personal Supervision of the Senior Authorised Person).
Carry out phasing checks (where necessary).
Jointing work can continue under a Permit to Work.

5.7.5

When the cable cannot be identified before being spiked:-

a) Spike the cable (under the Personal Supervision of the Senior Authorised Person)
after completion of the specific Risk Assessment in Appendix 5.
b) Following spiking, the spiking gun should be left in situ and an insulation resistance test
carried out (with all Primary Earths removed) to confirm the cable spike. The cable
should then be identified by an Approved cable identification tool, signal should only be
detected on one side of the spiking gun. Primary Earths shall be re-applied before the
removal of the spiking gun.
c) Carry out phasing checks (where necessary).
d) Jointing work can then be carried out under a Permit to Work.
5.7.6

When the cable is to be identified but not spiked:-

a) Identify the cable at the point of work using the Approved procedure.
b) Follow the procedure laid out in Guidance note 2.
c) Sheath repairs will then be carried out under a Permit to Work.
5.7.7

When the cable is to be physically traced but not spiked:-

a) Physically and visually trace the cable from an earthed termination immediately prior to
cutting the cable.
b) Carry out phasing checks (where necessary).
c) Jointing work can then be carried out under a Permit to Work.
5.8

Spiking Underground Cables
5.8.1

Approved Equipment

The Approved cable spiking equipment is the ACVOKE cable spiking gun or equivalent.
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5.8.2

Cartridges

There are a number of different strengths of cartridge available (these will need to be
selected depending upon the cable size and construction – refer to manufacturers advice).
These must be stored properly in a locked cabinet under the control of a nominated
responsible person. Cartridges must not be carried in vehicles except to carry individual
cartridges to site.
5.8.3

Practice

Refer to the Figure A6a in Appendix 6 – Typical Spiking Gun.
a) Confirm that the gun is in good working order. Check that the barrel taper pins are
correctly fitted. Fit the correct cable clamp (and extractor if required).
b) Decide which way the lanyard needs to be pulled and arrange it to be in line with the
pin.
c) Clamp the gun securely to the cable using sufficient packing if required. Tighten the
clamp bolt nuts evenly so that the cable clamp remains parallel to the barrel base.
d) Earth the spiking gun (if required).
e) Select the appropriate cartridge and insert it into the breech block.
f) Screw the breech cap into place. Check that the breech cap latch trips past the
extractor and drops alongside the retaining screw.
g) Lay out the lanyard to its full length (at least 7 metres) to give a straight pull on the on
the hammer release pin. In confined spaces a crowbar or other suitable ‘corner’ around
which the lanyard is pulled, may be desirable.
h) Pull back hammer, insert hammer release pin sufficiently far to retain hammer in cocked
position. Check the pin will come out easily when pulled.
i) Make sure that all personnel are out of the danger area and that any members of the
public are warned.
j) Press the red safety catch button as far as it will go and carefully move to the firing
position ensuring that you do not trip over the lanyard. The gun is now ready for firing.
When fired the safety catch automatically returns to the safety position.
k) Obtain permission from the Control Person to spike the cable. Check that no one is
near the hole and then fire the gun by a sharp pull on the lanyard. The Control Person
shall be informed before and after spiking.
l) Having fired the gun, notify the Control Person. The Control Person will then wait 5
minutes before contacting National Grid, the local Distribution Network Operator and
any other relevant third parties (where relevant) to confirm they have received no trip
alarms on their circuits. The Control Person will then instruct that it is safe to
approach the joint hole.
m) If not already done, re-apply all Primary Earths. In all cases the Primary Earths shall
be replaced before the spiking gun is removed from the cable.
n) Lift the breech cap latch and unscrew the breech cap one full turn. Lift the extractor to
release any trapped gases (which might otherwise forcibly eject the cartridge case in
your face). Fully unscrew the breech cap and remove the spent cartridge.
o) Remove cable clamp (if no further identification tests are required).
p) Remove barrel and blade from cable.
q) The spiking gun must be cleaned following every use – see Appendix 6.

5.8.4

Misfire Procedure

If the cartridge fails to fire it is unlikely that a delayed explosion will occur. However, if the
spiking gun does not fire:Transmission Capital Services
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Do not touch anything.
Wait three minutes.
Ensure that the safety catch is in the ‘safe’ position.
Ease breech cap one full turn and lift the extractor to free the cartridge.
Remove breech cap and lift out cartridge.

The probable causes of the failure will be:a) Weak hammer spring.
b) Hammer tight on bush.
c) Firing pin eroded.
The cartridge can be safely used or fired again once the firing mechanism of the spiking
gun has been checked. If the cartridge still does not fire it should be returned to the
manufacturer for testing. As only a specialist courier will carry such a cartridge, the
manufacturer should be contacted to arrange collection.
5.9

Phasing
5.9.1 Phase colours must be identified at the point of work so that the correct phasing is
maintained throughout the System.
There are various types of equipment available to identify individual phases, alternatively
each core can be earthed down individually an identified against the other phases.
5.9.2

Issuing Phasing Instructions to a Jointing Operative

Phasing instructions are an important part of HV phasing. The best procedure to be
followed where practicable is:a)
b)
c)
d)

Identify the cable at the point of work.
Note the core markings of the existing cables involved.
For each of the connections being made a phasing drawing should be drawn.
The phasing diagram should clearly indicate each core of each of the cables to be
connected together, its relative position within the joint bay and to where it is connected.
e) The cores should be identified i.e. red/yellow/blue or 1/2/3 on the drawing and on the
physical cables.
f) The diagram will be drawn on the Permit to Work where possible. If no Permit to
Work exists then a separate drawing shall be provided. It must be signed and dated by
the issuing Senior Authorised Person and the recipient who should ensure that it is
attached to the relevant work document following completion.
g) The jointing operative will ensure that he/she connects the cores as shown in the
diagram.

5.10

Jointing Work
The Senior Authorised Person will confirm that all Primary Earths have been replaced,
cancel the Sanction for Test and then issue a Permit to Work to the jointing operative to
complete the work. When the jointing work is complete the jointing operative will clear the
Permit to Work which will then be cancelled by the Senior Authorised Person.

5.11

Return to Service Testing
5.11.1 Testing prior to returning to service will be in accordance with Supporting
Procedure 7 (SPSR 7) – Testing of HV Equipment.
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5.11.2 Before paralleling two High Voltage sources of supply it is necessary to prove that
they are in phase. This can be done in a number of ways depending on the network
configuration. Unless dead phasing checks are necessary, carry out HV testing (i.e.
pressure test) and energise the cable / network.
Determine which method of phasing is possible. The order of preference is as follows:a) Using Low Voltage techniques (i.e. if the HV is feeding onto a known LV source),
compare to a known LV backfeed.
b) Using High Voltage techniques where both voltage sources can be safely accessed.
This will include Pfisterer capacitor devices.
c) Across voltage transformers connected to both sources.
Using Dead phasing checks, where no other method is possible.

6

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR WORKING ON LV CABLES

6.1

All work must be carried out in accordance with Supporting Procedure 11 (SRSP 11) - LV
Systems.

6.2

Cable records must be used to identify a cable on which work or testing is to be carried out.
If the cable records alone are insufficient to identify a cable, the cable must be positively
identified by imposing a signal on it from an identified point. The signal must then be
identified at the point of work using a detector. Care must be taken that the signal is
genuine and not induced.
If the signal does not provide positive identification then other cables in the area should be
identified leaving only the non-positively identified cable.
As a last resort, spiking may be used to identify an LV cable as spiking reduces the risk to
personnel of inadvertently working on Live unidentified services.

6.3

Exceptions to the requirements in 6.2 above to identify an LV cable using records and/or
imposing a signal are: Where the cable can be physically traced to the point of work from:a) The Point(s) of Isolation; or
b) A previous point of work where the cable has been proved, and remained, Dead.

6.4

The Senior Authorised Person issuing the Safety Document must suitably mark the
positively identified cable at the point of work.
The cable must be treated as Live until the cores of the cable have been checked, with an
Approved voltage detector and confirmed Dead. The cable sheath and insulation must be
removed using Live working techniques, by a Person who is competent to carry out this
type of work. Once the cores have been proved Dead, there is no need to use Live working
techniques.
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7

GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR WORKING ON CABLES SUBJECT TO
IMPRESSED CONDITIONS

7.1

A Senior Authorised Person should carry out a Risk Assessment regarding all cables to
be worked upon; and whether they may be subjected to Impressed Voltage Conditions as
stated in Section 4.

7.2

HV & LV cables between interconnected or separately earthed systems can be subject to
dangerous Impressed Conditions. The requirements of this procedure shall be applied.
Measurements have been shown that HV cables contained within one earthed system can
be subject to dangerous Impressed Conditions. The requirements of this procedure shall
be applied.
LV Multi-core auxiliary cables within one earthed system are not normally subject to
dangerous Impressed Conditions. If the Risk Assessment determines that dangerous
Impressed Conditions will not be present then this procedure does not apply and work
should proceed under the Approved procedure for working on LV cables.

7.3

When working on HV cables, the impact of Impressed Conditions shall be assessed and a
path for any circulating current shall be maintained, there are four ways to carry out the
work:7.3.1 WITH CIRCULATING CURRENTS AND EARTHED AT POINT OF WORK

area of work

7.3.2

WITH CIRCULATING CURRENTS AND INSULATED AT POINT OF WORK

area of work
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7.3.3

NO CIRCULATING CURRENTS AND EARTHED AT POINT OF WORK

area of work

7.3.4

NO CIRCULATING CURRENTS AND INSULATED AT POINT OF WORK

area of work

7.4

Earthed Working shall, where reasonably practicable be applied. Where this is not
reasonably practicable, or is undesirable, Insulated Working can be adopted as an
alternative.
Where it is necessary to disconnect LV cable terminations, to establish Points of Isolation,
this shall be done using Insulated Working.

7.4

Earthed Working
If the work is to be carried out using Earthed Working, the precautions below shall be
applied:a) Earthed Working may be achieved by the use of Approved Earth Bonding
Connections. This is shown in Figures 1 & 2.
b) With the exception of the cores, sheaths or armour to be worked on, all exposed
metallic pipes, bracings, etc., within the work area and with which contact is possible,
shall be connected to a common earth bar.
c) If any of the work is to be carried out using Earthed Working, an earth screen,
connected to the common earth bar, shall be provided to extend outside the work area
at the point of access for a distance of at least one metre. If the work area has no local
earth, the common earth bar shall be connected to an alternative earth. Any
subsequent earthing to the cable at this point of work shall be taken from this bar. If the
work area has no local earth, the common earth bar must be attached to an alternative
earth. Local earths will be available at link boxes and within substations. Alternative
earths, providing a temporary local earthing system, will usually be comprised of earth
rods/pins (driven into the ground close to the point of work) and connecting insulated
earth connections. Care must be taken when driving pins/rods into the ground if an
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d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

alternative earth is required. The methodology used for identifying buried services for
excavations shall be applied. The alternative earth should ideally have an earth
resistance of less than 1 Ohm, with an acceptable resistance of lower than 5 Ohms
(measured using the Weiner test or similar). Where an alternative earth does not
achieve this resistance, Insulated Working must be adopted for the duration of the work.
Consideration shall be given to the environmental conditions under which earthing
equipment is used. Excessive water or mud may compromise the surface contact
performance of the earthing equipment.
Under Impressed Conditions, the potential of the work area earth system may rise
above that of the local mass of earth. If metallic connections such as cables or pipes
extend from within the work area earth system to equipment outside that earth system,
a hazard could exist to persons inside and outside the work area. All such metallic
connections shall have an insulating section so that a person cannot make
simultaneous contact with two earthing systems. A typical cable joint bay situation is
shown in Figure 5.
Metalwork on the work area side of the insulating section shall be connected to the
common earth bar. Earthed metalwork on the external side of the insulating section
shall be connected to a separate external earth system.
External insulation shall be applied to exposed metalwork and pipes near the boundary
of the work earth screen so that persons in contact with the earth screen cannot make
simultaneous contact with metalwork connected to the separate external earth system.
Alternatively, the earth screen near the boundary can be covered with an insulating
sheet or mat.
Electrical supplies into the work area shall be via an isolating transformer.

Figure 1 – An Illustration of Earthed Working.
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Figure 2 – An example of a joint bay set up for Earthed Working.

7.5

Insulated Working
If the work is to be carried out using Insulated Working, the precautions given below shall
be applied:a) With the exception of the cores, sheaths or armour to be worked on, all exposed
metallic pipes, bracings etc., within the work area and with which contact is possible,
shall be wrapped with insulating sheet. This is shown in Figures 3 & 4.
b) Consideration shall be given to the environmental conditions under which insulated
equipment is used. Excessive water or mud may compromise the insulating properties
of the equipment.
c) Under Impressed Conditions, the potential of the work area earth system may rise
above that of the local mass of earth. If metallic connections such as cables or pipes
extend from within the work area earth system to equipment outside that earth system,
a hazard could exist to persons inside and outside the work area. All such metallic
connections shall have an insulating section so that a person cannot make
simultaneous contact with two earth systems. A typical cable joint bay is shown in
Figure 5.
d) Metalwork on the work area side of the insulating section shall be connected to the
common earth bar. Earthed metalwork on the external side of the insulating section
shall be connected to a separate external earth system.
e) External insulation shall be applied to exposed metalwork and pipes near the boundary
of the work earth screen so that persons in contact with the earth screen cannot make
simultaneous contact with metalwork connected to the separate external earth system.
Alternatively, the earth screen near the boundary can be covered with an insulating
sheet or mat.
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f) Electrical supplies into the work area shall be via an isolating transformer.
g) Insulated Working may be achieved by the use of an Approved insulated platform or
alternatively by using a combination of at least two of any of the following items:





Insulating Mat – Capable of withstanding a test voltage of 10kV (rms) for 1
minute.
Insulating Boots – An oil resistant boot capable of withstanding a test voltage of
10kV (rms) for 1 minute.
Insulating Gloves – A gauntlet type glove capable of withstanding a test voltage
of 10kV (rms) for 1 minute.
Insulated Tools – Insulated tools shall beinsulated to a 10kV test level.
Insulating Sheet – 3mm clear PVC or equivalent thickness with one or more
sheets, capable of withstanding a test voltage of 15kV (rms) for one minute.

All equipment shall be inspected for damage or defect immediately before use. Any
equipment found faulty shall be withdrawn from service.
h) Persons carrying out Insulated Working shall not accept materials from, or make
physical contact with, anyone outside the insulated environment.

Figure 3 – An illustration of Insulated Working.
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Figure 4 – An example of a joint bay set up for Insulated Working.

Figure 5 – An illustration depicting the insulating of metallic connections extending outside of the work area.
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8

WORK ON HV CABLE SHEATH DISCONNECTING LINK BOXES
UNDER IMPRESSED CONDITIONS

8.1

Until such time as Earthed Working conditions have been established, the fitting or removal
of disconnecting links, SVL connections or Bonding Connections must be carried out using
Insulated Working in accordance with the requirements of section 7.5.

8.2

In some cases the carcass of a link box may be connected to a local earth and not
connected to the earth associated with the cable sheaths. Before work is carried out on the
cable sheath disconnecting links and SVL connections in these link boxes, the two earths
must be connected together (bridged) using Insulated Working.

8.3

It may be necessary to adjust or remove the links prior to the fitting of Bonding Connections
in link boxes not fitted with connecting points for the attachment of Bonding Connections.
This must be done using Insulated Working.

8.4

Link boxes shall where reasonably practicable be Locked after each operation, and an
Approved notice attached (see Figure 6). This notice shall not be removed until work has
been completed, the links returned to the normal operating position and the box finally
Locked.

8.5

Where it is not possible to connect the earth end fitting of the Bonding Connection to the
earth pillar or to the external earth connections of the link box, Insulated Working must be
adopted.

Figure 6 – Example of Approved ‘work in progress under induced voltage condition’ sign.
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9

PROCEDURE FOR CABLE SERVING TESTS UNDER A PERMIT TO
WORK

9.1

During testing, other work may be undertaken on sheaths of the same cable circuit,
provided adjacent testing Working Parties are separated by one major section, which will
not be affected by the testing.

9.2

It is the responsibility of the Senior Authorised Person issuing the Safety Document to
ensure adequate separation is maintained between sheath testing Working Parties, by at
least one major section configured to provide isolation and Earthing between adjacent
Working Parties. Refer to Appendix 4 for method and example.

9.3

Each testing team will have its own Permit to Work and clearly designated work locations.

9.4

The recipient of the Safety Document for the testing will ensure that the testing Working
Party is at the correct location identified on the Permit to Work.

9.5

The recipient of the Safety Document must ensure that he is always at the point of test
during testing.

9.6

Adequate provision must be made at the point of test location to prevent unauthorised
access, and contain the test equipment, by fencing and barriers.

9.7

Particular reference will be made to Guidance Note 1 “Over Sheath and Joint Barrier Tests
on HV Cables”.

10

WORK ON OR NEAR FAULTY OR DAMAGED CABLES

10.1

Work should never take place on or near Live HV cables, where Danger may arise. The
appearance of a cable is no guarantee of its conditions. No assumptions should be made
that a cable with exposed conductors is Dead. This includes cables which have been badly
damaged.

10.2

Before work starts on or near a faulty or damaged HV cable it must be positively identified
and proved Dead. Identification must include reference to records and the use of an
Approved cable identifier, and proving Dead should be by spiking with an Approved
spiking gun.

10.3

Work on faulty or damaged LV cables should preferably be carried out with the cable Dead.
Live work on faulty or damaged LV cables must never take place where Danger may arise.

10.4

It may be necessary to carry out tests on faulty or damaged LV cables while they are Live
to locate the fault.

10.5

Once the location of a fault on a LV cable has been determined, work to repair it must be
carried out in accordance with section 10.3.
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11

AVOIDING DANGER FROM UNDERGROUND SERVICES

Damage to underground services during excavation places site personnel at risk and may also
disrupt supplies fed from the service. It is important that all excavation work is carried out in a way
that minimises damage to underground services. The Health and Safety Executive have issued
advice in the Health and Safety series booklet HS(G)47 - Avoiding danger from underground
services. This booklet should be made available to anyone involved with excavation work, in addition
to the principles with TCS Policy “SHEQ/HS/010-1 – Third Party Works Near Export Cables”. The
following advice is based on HS(G)47.
Obtaining information on services
Plans or other suitable information about all buried services in the area should be obtained before
excavation work starts, when the work is being planned. LinesearchbeforeUdig (LSBUD) are the
TCS appointed organisation to warn individuals of any TC assets in the vicinity of their works. LSBUD
(in addition to the local DNO, gas distribution company and water authority) must be consulted by
TCS, or their appointed excavation contractor, wherever any excavations are to be undertaken
outside of the substation boundary.
Where it is not possible to obtain information, as may be the case when emergency work has to be
undertaken, the work should be carried out as though there are buried services in the area.
Account should be taken of any indication that buried services exist, such as the presence of lampposts, illuminated traffic signs, gas service pipes entering buildings, pit covers, pipeline marker posts,
evidence of reinstated trenches, cable markers etc. However if there are no such indications, this
does not mean that there are no buried services.
Use and limitation of plans
Plans vary in scale, content and style. Adequate instruction and training in how to read and interpret
plans should be given to anyone who needs to use them.
Plans can give an indication of the location, configuration and number of underground services at a
particular site, and should help subsequent tracing by locating devices. However they may not be
drawn accurately to scale and even if they claim to be, should not be relied on solely to locate the
services.
Cable and pipe-locating devices
The position of any services in, or near, the proposed work site should be pinpointed as accurately
as possible by means of a locating device, using plans, and other information as a guide to the
possible location of services. The degree of confidence with which buried services can be detected
depends on a number of factors. It is important that anyone who uses a locator should have received
thorough training in its uses and limitations. Locating devices should always be used in accordance
with the manufacturer’s instructions and should be regularly checked and maintained in good
working order.
A locator may not be able to distinguish between cables or pipes running close together. Exposing
one cable or pipe does not mean that there is not another close by. Frequent and repeated use
should be made of locators during the course of the work.
Safe digging practice
Once a locating device has been used to determine position and route, excavation may proceed,
with trial holes dug using suitable hand tools to confirm the position of any buried service.
Spades and shovels (preferably beaded) should be used rather than other tools. They should not be
thrown or spiked into the ground, but eased in with gentle foot pressure.
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Picks, pins or forks may be used with care to free lumps of stone and to break up hard layers of
chalk or sandstone. Picks should not be used in soft clay or other soft soil near to buried services.
Propriety air digging tools, such as air-picks, which remove soil with a high velocity jet of air, will
expose buried services without damaging them. The precautions needed to prevent injury from
ejected soil and other material should be assessed.
Vacuum excavation is another method for reducing the risks associated with excavation around
services. However, this may not be practical for the location, and it has the associated disadvantages
of cost and increased fluid waste and environmental issues.
Once exposed, services may need to be supported and should never be used as hand or footholds
for climbing out of excavations.
If a buried service suffers damage during excavation during the excavation or subsequent work, the
owner/operator should be informed.

12

NOTES
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APPENDIX 1 – GUIDANCE ON CABLE SYSTEMS HAZARDS
When working on or near any conductive equipment (metal or semi-conducting material) that is
either part of a cable (other than via an earth), a number of different hazards arise from the system.
An assessment of the risk from each of these hazards should be made and the appropriate control
measures should be taken to mitigate the risk.
The following generic hazards may be encountered and examples of their occurrence are given in
the proceeding text.
1. Direct connection to system voltage (including infringing Safety Distance).
2. Induced currents and voltages (inductive).
3. Transfer of rise of potential.
4. Capacitive coupling – While risks from capacitive coupling are generally lower than on the
other conductor systems, there is still a potential for capacitive coupling.
5. Trapped charge and dielectric polarisation – If the cable insulation has been exposed to
a DC voltage for a length of time, the insulation can become polarised. This can happen
when a cable has been switched out and has trapped charge although is more likely
following a sheath test. When insulation has become polarised, a voltage may appear on
conductive parts of the cable system even after it has been earthed and the earth is
removed.
6. Stray currents* (return current on single phase systems) – Single or two phase systems
are typically used on railway systems. *These systems are outside the scope of this
guidance.
7. Stray currents from connected overhead lines* – Where a cable system is connected to
an overhead line and there is no earth connection between the conductor of the overhead
line and the conductor of the cable, induced currents in the overhead line may be carried by
the conductor of the cable and return via an earth path such as the cable sheath or other
parallel earthed conductor. *These systems are outside the scope of this guidance.

1. DIRECT CONNECTION TO SYSTEM VOLTAGE (INCLUDING INFRINGING SAFETY
DISTANCES)
There is always a risk from direct connection to the system or exceeding the electrical
strength of insulation.
Since work on cable systems is often mid route where the isolation and earthing of the
equipment being worked on is not obvious, further requirements for identifying plant is
required as detailed in this Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) – Cable Systems.
2. INDUCED CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES (INDUCTIVE)
Induced cable systems running parallel to other conductor systems that carry current will be
inductively coupled to these systems; this mutual inductance may under certain
circumstances create a hazardous risk from uncontrolled voltages or current in a cable
system or connected equipment. The current in the parallel circuits will generate a
magnetic field and this magnetic field will impinge on the cable system. The magnetic field
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as it changes (due to the AC current in the parallel conductor system) will then have the
potential to generate a current or voltage within the cable system.

Figure A1a – Induced currents and voltages.

For example, consider the cable in Figure A1a that is running parallel to another conductor system,
in this case a second cable system. The current in the parallel circuit will induce a voltage in the
cable sheath as one end is earthed and the other floating. This is as the current in the parallel
circuit sets up a magnetic field that interacts with the cable sheath. Hence any work on the cable
sheath will need to take account of induced voltages, for example by working under Impressed
Conditions Insulated Working at the remote end. It should be noted that if the cable sheath is not
Earthed at either end, it will still have an induced voltage.
The current in the parallel circuit will also induce a current in the conductor of the cable. Care
should be taken in not breaking the current path and hence work on the conductor should be
undertaken under Impressed Conditions Earthed Working.
It should be noted, induced voltages and current will, under abnormal conditions, such as short
circuit or switching transients, be much greater than normal.
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3. TRANSFER OF RISE OF EARTH POTENTIAL
When working on a cable system connected to a remote earth there is the risk that the remote and
local earths are at different potentials.
Cable systems often run outside a single earth mat. In such situations consideration has to be
given to the existence of the transfer of rise of earth potential. The problem can occur when there
is a fault on one part of the system that will cause the earth at that location to have a rise of earth
potential. The cable will transfer this rise of earth potential to another location that has a different
earth potential. Therefore there can be a voltage between two Earthed objects.

Figure A1b – Transfer of rise of earth potential

An example is given in Figure A1b where work is conducted at a joint bay in the middle of a cable
route. If there is a fault at one of the earth mats, say earth mat 3, then there is the possibility for
the voltage at the other earth mats to be different. As such, either the work has to be carried out
under Impressed Condition Insulated Working or all the metal components of the cable have to be
earthed to the local earth mat.

4. CAPACITIVE COUPLING
Unearthed metal parts of a cable system near to High Voltage conductors can become
capacitively coupled to the high voltage conductor. This is as an unearthed metal object in an
electrical field will pick up a voltage. Normally cables are buried and; as the ground is at earth
potential the cable is effectively shielded from any High Voltage conductors. However there are
times when a cable system is exposed to electric fields. It should be noted that only a part of the
cable system needs to be exposed to the electric field for the whole cable to be affected.
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Figure A1c – Capacitive coupling.

In Figure A1c, a buried cable system that is disconnected from the System and any earths is
shown. At one end of the route the termination is close to an energised busbar and is therefore
within the electric field generated by the busbar. The metal parts of the cable will pick up a voltage
from the field so that at the remote end a voltage will appear on the cable.
In such scenarios, Impressed Conditions Earthed Working should be used and an earth installed at
the termination affected by the capacitive coupling.

5. TRAPPED CHARGE AND DIELECTRIC POLARISATION
The cable design, with layers of metal conductors separated by insulation, makes the cable an
effective capacitor. A simplified cross section of a cable is shown in Figure A1d. It should be
noted that in addition to the capacitance between the conductor and metal sheath, there is also a
capacitance between the metal sheath and semi conducting outer layer. It is possible that a DC
voltage can be left on the cable resulting in trapped charge. Typically this can happen if the circuit
is switched out and the circuit breaker does not open at the pole zero. For long circuits a
discharge voltage transformer may be fitted to discharge the trapped charge.
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Figure A1d – Simplified cable cross section.

A second related phenomenon known as polarisation can occur if the cable is left with DC voltage
for a length of time. Polar molecules are molecules that while electrically neutral; overall have
parts that are more positive and parts that are more negative. A common example is water that is
more positive at one end and more negative at the other forming a dipole. Such molecules, if they
are in a cable with DC voltage will align themselves to the electric field. An example is given in
Figure A1d with the conductor being at a positive voltage, the negative ends of the dipole will be
attracted to the conductor. It takes some time for polarisation to develop and it also takes time for
polarisation to dissipate. If insulation has become polarised, it can happen that the object can be
earthed briefly and when the earth is removed, the polarisation is still present and this reestablishes a voltage on the object. PVC is particularly prone to these effects and care has to be
taken following a DC sheath test that the sheath is properly earthed for some time to allow the
oversheath to depolarise fully.
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APPENDIX 2 – IMPRESSED CONDITIONS GUIDANCE WHEN WORKING
ON CABLE SYSTEMS
Work on LV Cable
System?

Work on HV cable
System?

Consider the entire cable
route when assessing.

Consider the entire cable
route when assessing

Is the cable connected
to an OHL?

Yes

Has it been established by calculation, test or existing
knowledge that there is no possibility of Impressed
Conditions arising on the cable?

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Is the work on Live LV
cables?

Has it been established by calculation, test or existing
knowledge that there is no possibility of Impressed
Conditions arising on the cable system or is the work
electrically insulated form the HV cable e.g. cooling system
or oil tanks.

No
No
Yes

Is the work on
communication
cables?

No

Yes

Does the cable system to be worked on run
in parallel with other HV cables?

No

Is the cable subject to transfer
of ROEP?

Yes

No

Is the cable subject to capacitive
coupling with other HV
Equipment?

Yes

No

Is the cable system
interconnecting two earth
systems?

Yes

No

Has the cable system been subject to
trapped charge or DC test voltages
(polarisation)?

Yes

No
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APPENDIX 3 – IDENTIFYING HV CABLES OPERATING AT 33KV OR
ABOVE WITHOUT SPIKING
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
This appendix supplements the requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) – Cable
Systems, This appendix outlines the general principles to be adopted to positively identify an HV
cable where spiking could cause damage and necessitate the installation of a new cable section
and repair joints.
This technique may be applied where the work to be carried out requires the metallic sheath to be
cut, but it is not intended to cut the conductor. If the work to be carried out on the cable requires
the conductor to be cut, the cable shall be spiked.
The identification tests must be carried out by the Senior Authorised Person issuing the Permit
to Work or Sanction for Test.
Cable drawings must be used to aid in identifying a cable on which work is to be carried out, this
may include a number of third party cable records.
The cable must be identified by BOTH of the following methods:a) Cable Identifier
Imposing a signal on it from an identified point (usually the link box) and verifying positively
the presence of the signal at the position where it is proposed to cut the metallic sheath.
Care must be taken to ensure that the signal is genuine and not induced. There can be no
doubt in the process.
b) Oversheath Test
1) Verify the integrity of the cable oversheath on the cable requiring identification.
2) Using Insulated Working a section of the oversheath should be removed at the position
where the work requiring the cutting of the metallic sheath is to be carried out.
3) A Bonding Connection must then be applied to the exposed metallic sheath and
connected to the Common Earth Bar via the Bridling Bar.
4) Carry out an oversheath test on the cable to be worked upon. The objective of the test
is to confirm the presence of the Bonding Connection at the position where the cutting
of the metallic sheath is to be carried out. This will be indicated by the operator of the
test set being unable to raise the test voltage and at the same time the Ammeter of the
set indicating the passage of high current.
5) Disconnect the oversheath test equipment.
6) At the position where the metallic sheath is to be cut and removed use Insulated
Working to remove the Bonding Connection previously applied as detailed in 3) above.
7) Carry out an oversheath test on the cable to be worked upon. The objective of the test
is to confirm that the removal of the Bonding Connection where the cutting of the
metallic sheath is to be carried out enables the operator of the test set to raise the test
voltage to the value required by the work specification. The Ammeter on the test set
should only indicate the passage of a low value of milli-amperes consistent with the
normal oversheath test value. If the operator is not able to raise the voltage and high
current still flows through the Ammeter then this indicates the presence of an earth path
additional to that provided by the previously applied Bonding Connection. This may be
a genuine oversheath fault or an inadvertent earth elsewhere on the metallic sheath or
bonding system of the section under test. In such circumstances the Senior Authorised
Person shall consider the test results and decide whether the results have
unambiguously identified the metallic sheath to be worked on as the correct cable.
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APPENDIX 4 – PROCEDURE FOR MAINTAINING ONE MAJOR SECTION
ISOLATION BETWEEN WORKING PARTIES DURING CABLE SHEATH
TESTING
1. To prevent overlap, and maintain the continuity of work, one Senior Authorised Person will
be designated the Co-ordinating Senior Authorised Person for each cable circuit outage.
All Safety Documents will be issued with his knowledge and agreement, as well as the
agreement of the Control Person.
2. One Isolated and Earthed Major Section must be maintained between each testing team
and any other Working Party.
See Figure A4a for typical cross bonded, transposed Cable System, and Figure A4b for
isolated section separating two testing Working Parties on the aforementioned Cable
System
3. Before agreeing to the issue of any Safety Documents the co-ordinating Senior Authorised
Person will remove links and disconnect SVLs from the cross bonding link boxes within this
major section.
Major section No.3 is used as the Isolated and Earthed section separating the two testing
Working Parties. Shorting Bonding Connections are connected to the sheaths toward the
isolated section, and away from testing section as follows: 

At link box 7, on sheaths toward link box 8

toward isolated section



At link box 10 on sheaths toward link box 9

toward isolated section



At link box 4, on sheaths toward link box 3

away from testing section



At link box 13 on sheaths toward link box 14

away from testing section

This leaves major section No.3 as the isolated section between testing sections (major
section No.2 and major section No.4). The two testing section are free of any earth
connections on the sheath and Insulated Working must be adopted until earths applied at the
point of work.
Refer to Figure A4b - Isolated and Earthed Section between two Working Parties on a Cross
Bonded, transposed Cable System. There is no difference in the application of the above
method to cross-bonded Cable Systems without transposed cables.
4. The link boxes shall where reasonably practicable be Locked and keys placed in the Key
Safe. A Key Safe Key will be issued to the Safety Document recipient along with the Safety
Document and details of the Cable System including Location.
5. The link boxes will remain Locked until Safety Documents on the adjacent sections have
been cancelled.
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Major Section No.1
Minor
Section
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Major Section No.2
Cross bonded system
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Box 3
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Box 4
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Box 5
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Box 6

Link
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Major Section No.3
Single Point Bonded
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Box 14
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Box 13
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Figure A4a – Cross bonded, transposed cable system
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Major Section No.2
Working Party No.1 – Testing Section

Major Section No.1
Minor
Section

Cross bonded system

TCS

Link
Box 1

Link
Box 2
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Box 3
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Box 4

CAUTION
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Point of Isolation

Link
Box 5
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Box 6

TCS
TCS
CAUTION
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Link
Box 14

Link
Box 13

CAUTION
Do Not Interfere
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Box 12
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Box 10

Link
Box 9

Link
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Figure A4b – Isolated & Earthed section between two Working Parties on a cross bonded, transposed cable system.
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APPENDIX 5 - RISK ASSESSMENT FOR SPIKING POT ENDED OR
REDUNDANT CABLES

This Risk Assessment must be used for all cables where it is required to spike cables that
cannot be positively identified by other means, e.g. pot ended or redundant cables.
Completed By……………………………………………………………..Date………................
Location…………………………………………………………………………………….............

Does the cable have to be spiked
(If NO then leave the cable in situ intact)

[ YES / NO ]

Have all available cable plans and records been checked?
(If NO then check all relevant plans before proceeding)

[ YES / NO ]

Have all known LIVE cables been identified at the point of spiking? [ YES /NO ]
(If NO, then identify all known live cables in the vicinity of the cable to be spiked)

Are there third party cables in the vicinity?
[ YES / NO ]
If YES then check with the possible owners (which may include National Grid, The Distribution
Network Operator, Military etc.)

Is there a possibility that this is an LV cable?
[ YES / NO ]
If YES then check LV records and check LV supplies after spiking (where possible).

SPIKING MAY ONLY PROCEED ONCE ALL THE ABOVE HAZARDS HAVE BEEN
CONSIDERED AND APPROPRIATE REASONABLE STEPS TAKEN TO MINIMISE THE
RISKS.
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APPENDIX 6 – APPROVED SPIKING GUN

Figure A6a – Typical Spiking Gun
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SPIKING GUN CLEANING PROCEDURE
Refer to Figure A6a for reference numbers.
a) Remove Barrel (1) from barrel base (7) by tapping out the two barrel base taper pins (8).
The piston punch (35) may then be withdrawn. Carefully insert the cleaning tool (40) in the
barrel bore and push it right home. Rotate it with a forward pressure to remove any powder
deposit at the breech.
b) Carefully wipe out the barrel bore with a clean oily rag, smear light clean grease sparingly
over the piston portion of the piston punch (35) and reassemble it to the barrel (1).
c) Ensure that the barrel base stop washer (3) is in good condition – replace it if damaged and
assemble it on top of the locating spring (36), then place the barrel base steel washer (2)
on top with its slot in line with that of the locating spring.
d) Assemble barrel (1) with care, making sure that the piston punch (35) is correctly positioned
and the “V” marks on the barrel (1) and barrel base (7) are in line. Push in barrel base
taper pins (8) and tap them home securely.
e) Carefully wipe all other components with a clean oily rag and complete reassembly.
f) Return all equipment to the carry case for immediate future use.
If the spiking gun is not properly cleaned and oiled after each use, trouble due to corrosion
from acid products of combustion may occur quickly.
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GUIDANCE NOTE 1 – OVERSHEATH AND JOINT BARRIER TESTS ON
HV CABLES
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) –
Cable Systems, to enable testing of oversheaths and joint barriers on HV cables (See figures
GN1a/b/c/d).
1. Utilising the appropriate procedures detailed in Section 4 & 7 of SRSP 9 and following the
issue of a Safety Document, the following operations should be carried out:
1.1 Cross-bonded or single point bonded systems are equipped with sheath voltage limiters
(SVLs). The type and rating of the SVL fitted and the oversheath test voltage to be applied
determines whether or not the SVL’s should be disconnected before use. Reference should
be made to the relevant work specification and/or technical information.
1.2 The metallic sheaths of the section under test should then be disconnected from earth at
the major section link box remote from the point of test by removing the links. The terminal
pillars associated with the adjacent major section must be Earthed by means of Bonding
Connections in this remote link box. Alternatively, it may be possible to earth these terminal
pillars by replacing links in the appropriate position.
1.3 In the link box at the point of test, the links should then be removed and connections applied
between earth and all the terminals of the major section under test and earth Bonding
Connections must be applied to all terminals of the adjacent major section.
2. The metallic sheaths of the section to be tested are now earthed only at the point of test. The
links may be removed, as necessary, only for the duration of the tests. Before connecting or
disconnecting any test instrument the sheaths must be earthed or alternatively, the test
instrument leads must be applied using Insulated Working.
3. Similar procedures must be adopted if it is required to test individual minor sections.
Note: If a voltage is applied to the oversheath of one section, the associated joint barriers will be
subjected to the same test voltage provided that the sheaths of the adjacent sections(s) are earthed.
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Figure GN1a – Normal Operating configuration of cross bonded system
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Figure GN1b – Arrangement for oversheath testing of cross bonded system (all three sheaths simultaneously)
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Figure GN1c – Arrangement for oversheath testing of cross bonded system (single connected sheath of one major section)
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Figure GN1d – Arrangement for oversheath testing of cross bonded system (single connected sheath of one minor section)
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GUIDANCE NOTE 2 – OVERSHEATH REPAIRS TO HV CABLES
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) –
Cable Systems, to enable oversheath repairs to be carried out on HV cables. Utilising the
appropriate procedures detailed in Section 4 & 7 of SRSP 9 and following the issue of a Safety
Document, the following operations should be carried out:1. Using Insulated Working, a section of the oversheath should be removed.
Insulated Working may be by the use of an Approved insulated platform or by use of at least
two Approved Insulated Working items (gloves, boots, mats, sheets, tools)
2. A Bonding Connection must then be applied to the exposed metallic sheath or armour
connected to the common earth bar via the bridling bar.
3. Repairs may then proceed under Earthed Working conditions.
4. When it is necessary to remove the Bonding Connection from the metallic surface Insulated
Working must be resumed and the work completed under these conditions.
5. If it is impracticable or undesirable to apply the Bonding Connection to the metallic surface
at, or close to, the point of work Insulated Working must be adopted throughout the work.
Insulated
Sheeting/Matting

Insulated
Platform

Bridling bar

Common
Earth bar

Figure GN2a – Insulated Working for repairs to cable sheath

Figure GN2b – Insulated Working for repairs to cable sheath (detail)
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GUIDANCE NOTE 3 – SHEATH REPAIRS TO HV CABLES
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) –
Cable Systems, to enable metallic sheath repairs to be carried out on HV cables. Utilising the
appropriate procedures detailed in Section 4 & 7 of SRSP 9 and following the issue of a Safety
Document, the following operations should be carried out:1. Using Insulated Working, a section of the oversheath should be removed to expose the
metallic sheath.
2. A Bonding Connection must then be applied to the metallic sheath and connected to the
common earth bar via the bridling bar. Refer to figure GN2a and GN2b in SRSP 9 Guidance
Note 2.
3. If the continuity of the metallic sheath is to be broken, a second Bonding Connection must
be applied to the metallic sheath such that an earth is positioned either side of the proposed
break.
Repairs to the metallic sheath may then proceed under Earthed Working conditions, both
Bonding Connections being maintained until the metallic sheath repair is completed.

Bridling bar

Figure GN3 – Double bonding for breaking cable sheath during repair

4. Repairs to the oversheath must then be effected as follows:
4.1 One Bonding Connection may be removed and the oversheath repaired at that point
using Earthed Working.
4.2 Using Insulated Working, the second Bonding Connection may then be removed and
the repair completed.
5

If it is impracticable or undesirable to earth the metallic sheath using Bonding Connections
applied at or close to the point of work and the continuity of the sheath is not to be broken
Insulated Working must be adopted throughout the work. If necessary, a Bonding Connection
must be used to bond across any proposed break to maintain the continuity of the metallic
sheath.

When carrying out repairs to LV cables or metallic cooling pipes, Bonding Connections must be
applied to the LV cable sheath and/or armour or to the metallic cooling pipe, as appropriate
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GUIDANCE NOTE 4 – CUTTING AND CAPPING HV CABLES
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) –
Cable Systems, for cutting and capping of HV cables.
Prior to commencing cutting operations, utilising the appropriate procedures detailed in Section 4 &
7 of SRSP 9 and following the issue of a Safety Document, the following operations should be
carried out:1. Using Insulated Working, a section of the oversheath should be removed to expose the
metallic sheath. Refer to SRSP 9 Guidance Note 2.
2. Bonding Connections must then be applied to the metallic sheath on both sides of the
proposed cut and connected to the common earth bar via the bridling bar.
3. Unless it has been established that spiking is not necessary, the cable will need to be spiked
(under the Approved procedure) under Earthed Working conditions at the position of the
proposed cut, using a spiking gun earthed through a Bonding Connection.
If spiking is required, the metallic cable sheath should not be broken, and the spiking gun
placed around the metallic cable sheath that is bonded at two locations to the common earth
bar (see Figure GN4a).

Bridling bar

Common
Earth bar
Figure GN4a – Spiking gun fitted to cable with sheath intact and double bonded.

4. Following spiking, the spiking gun should then be removed and a Safety Document issued
for the cable works.
Note: Where spiking is carried out, there is a possibility that a conductor may be
completely severed by the spiking gun chisel. It will therefore be necessary to earth the
cable conductor on each side of the spiking position, after the spiking gun has been
removed, in accordance with the following procedure:a) A ring of metallic sheath should be removed in the vicinity of the proposed cut position,
and temporary insulation applied over the Bonding Connection end fittings and the
remaining exposed portions of metallic sheath to which they are attached.
b) Using Insulated Working, the cable insulation may be removed to expose the conductor
on one side of the spiked position only, and the conductor Earthed using a Bonding
Connection (Earth Calliper) similar to that shown in GN4b and used for welding earths.
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Figure GN4b – Bonding Connection (ground clamp or earth calliper)

c) Temporary insulation must then be applied over the Bonding Connection end fittings
and the exposed portion of conductor to which it is attached (see Figure GN4c &
GN4d).

Common
Earth bar

Bridling bar

Figure GN4c – Temporary insulation applied, cable insulation removed and conductor bonded.
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Figure GN4d – Temporary insulation applied, cable insulation removed and conductor bonded (detail)

d) The process described in a) to c) above, of this Guidance Note 4 should then be
repeated at the position on the other side of the spiked position.
5. Using Earthed Working, the cable may now be cut at the prepared position on the other
side of the spiked position.
6. On the above end to be capped, the conductor and metallic sheath should be connected
together using a Bonding Connection, in the form of a flexible copper braid.
7. The Bonding Connection(s) applied between the conductor(s) and bridling bar should now
be removed, and after removal of the temporary sheath insulation the cable may be
capped. Care should be taken to ensure that this cap completely covers the flexible braid
Bonding Connection.
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Guidance Note 5 – Work on or in Link Boxes
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) –
Cable Systems, for work in link boxes not involving cutting, replacing or disconnecting existing
Bonding Connections.
1. The work may be undertaken using one of the methods given below:
1.1

If it is practicable to maintain an earth connection via Bonding Connections or links to all
terminals in the link box being worked on, then Earthed Working may be used.

1.2

If it is necessary to remove the earth connection from terminal pillars within the link box
being worked on then Insulated Working may be used.

1.3

If it is not practicable to use either Earthed Working or Insulated Working techniques
throughout, then the method of working detailed below, which embodies the principle of
ensuring that at all times there is a connection between earth and the metallic sheath of at
least one cable on either side of the point of work, may be used providing the following
requirements are first complied with.
Using the procedures detailed in Section 4 & 7 of SRSP 9
a.

At the adjacent link boxes on each side of the point of work:


Remove the links and disconnect the SVLs if fitted.



Using Bonding Connections bond together the metallic cable sheaths of the
section adjacent to the point of work. These bonds must be clear of earth.



Approved Notices must be displayed at these Locations.

Note:
b.

The bonding arrangements described in ‘a’ above, can, in some cases, be
achieved by suitable repositioning of links.

At the point of work:


Bonding Connections, connected to earth, must be applied to the terminal pillars
of at least one bonding lead core from either side of the point of work.

Note: - By configuring the boxes at the ends of the adjacent section (as described in 1.3a)
a continuous path is provided between all sheaths, so any one pillar from either
side connected to earth at the point of work (as described in 1.3b above) will ensure
all sheaths are connected to earth See figure GN5b for connection.
1.4

Insulated Working may now be dispensed with and work can proceed on the terminal pillars
under Earthed Working other than those earthed as in 1.3b above.

1.5

During the course of the work the Bonding Connections applied in 1.3b may be removed to
allow work on those pillars providing Bonding Connections, connected to earth, are first
applied to the terminal pillars of at least one other bonding lead from either side of the point
of work.
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Figure GN5a – Normal Operating configuration
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Figure GN5b – Configuration for work on link box to ensure any terminal being earthed at the point of work
will earth all cable sheaths via paths from adjacent section link boxes.
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GUIDANCE NOTE 6 – REPLACING LINK BOXES OR CUTTING,
DISCONNECTING OR REPLACING BONDING CONNECTIONS
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of SRSP 9 for work involving cutting,
replacing or disconnecting existing Bonding Connections, or replacing link boxes.
1. The work may be undertaken using one of the methods given below:
1.1

If it is practicable to maintain an earth connection via Bonding Connections or links to all
terminals in the link box being worked on, then Earthed Working may be used.

1.2

If it is necessary to remove the earth connection from terminal pillars within the link box
being worked on then Insulated Working may be used.

1.3

If it is not practicable to use either Earthed Working or Insulated Working techniques
throughout, then the method of working detailed below, which embodies the principle of
ensuring that at all times there is a connection between earth and the metallic sheath of at
least one cable on either side of the point of work, may be used providing the following
requirements are first complied with.
Using the procedures detailed in Section 4 & 7 of SRSP 9
a.

At the adjacent link boxes on each side of the point of work:


Remove the links and disconnect the SVLs if fitted.



Using Bonding Connections bond together the metallic cable sheaths of the
section adjacent to the point of work. These bonds must be clear of earth.



Approved Notices must be displayed at these Locations.

Note:
b.

The bonding arrangements described in ‘a’ above, can, in some cases, be
achieved by suitable repositioning of links.

At the point of work:


Bonding Connections, connected to earth, must be applied to the terminal pillars
of at least one bonding lead core from either side of the point of work.

Note: - By configuring the boxes at the ends of the adjacent section (as described in 1.3a)
a continuous path is provided between all sheaths, so any one pillar from either
side connected to earth at the point of work (as described in 1.3b above) will ensure
all sheaths are connected to earth See figure GN5a for connection.
1.4

Insulated Working may now be dispensed with. One of the existing bonding leads between
the cable joint and the link box should be disconnected (or cut at the appropriate place for
jointing) see figure GN6b.

1.5

Both the inner and outer conductors (on the cable joint side of the disconnection/cut) must
then be connected to the local earth by suitable Bonding Connections. See figure GN6c.

1.6

The other two existing bonding leads should be disconnected (or cut as appropriate) and
the link box repaired, removed, replaced. See figure GN6d.

1.7

If additional length is required on the bonding (for repair or replacement) these additional
lengths should be connected to the existing (or new) link box at this point.
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Figure GN6a – Starting conditions

Figure GN6b – Following disconnection of first
Bonding Lead

Figure GN6c – 1st Bonding Lead connected to earth
at point of work

Figure GN6d – Remaining Bonding Leads (and Link
Box if required) can be removed
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1.8

If replacing the link box, the new link box complete with appropriate lengths of bonding
leads, should be placed in situ.

1.9

Where the terminal pillars of the link box are not provided with special connecting points for
Bonding Connections, the links must be bolted into their normal operating positions.

1.10 Reconnecting the two bonding leads referred to in 1.6: If additional lengths of bonding lead were required the straight joints should be made at this
point; the remaining bonding lead (the 1st to be disconnected) must remain shorted to earth.
If no additional lengths of bonding lead were required, the connections to the link box (new
or repaired existing) should be made at this point; again the remaining bonding lead (the 1st
to be disconnected) must remain shorted to earth.
See GN6e.

Figure GN6e – Two bonding leads reconnected to
link box (either by joints if additional lengths required
or connections)

Note: -

Figure GN6f – Remaining Bonding Leads are
connected

Where practicable, earthed Bonding Connections should be applied to the
terminal pillars of the bonding leads just jointed. Where the terminal pillars are
not provided with suitable connecting points, earthed Bonding Connections must
be connected to all three links.

1.11 The remaining bonding lead should be jointed. (See figure GN6f). Where appropriate
earthed Bonding Connections should be applied to its terminals.
1.12 Complying with the procedure detailed in Section 9 of SRSP 9.
a.

The Bonding Connections at the point of work should be removed and the link box
returned to service i.e. links (and SVLs if appropriate) replaced.
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b.

Any connections applied under 1.3a should be removed and the bonding arrangement
on each side of the point of work returned to the correct operational mode.

1.13 All the link boxes should be Locked and any Approved Notices removed.
Note: - In the case of single-phase link boxes or single core bonding leads, similar procedures to
those given above must be adopted, care being taken to ensure that at all times there is a connection
between earth and the metallic sheaths of at least one cable on each side of the point of work
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GUIDANCE NOTE 7 – USE OF BRIDLING BAR
This Guidance Note sets down the procedures for using the bridling bar for earthing and throughbonding of conductors or cable sheaths.
1. Bridling bar construction and Design.
1.1

The bridling bar is usually contained within an insulated box with opening door / detachable
lid.

1.2

The box is provided with cable holes large enough to accept Bonding Connections
(including lugs).

1.3

The bridling bar itself is an earth bar mounted on insulators, mounted far enough within the
insulated box to prevent inadvertent contact from fingers through cable holes.

1.4

The insulated box of the bridling bar may be attached to, or detached from, the Insulated
Platform, as required.

2. Use of bridling bar.
2.1

When using Insulated Working, immediately prior to the application of an earthed Bonding
Connection there could be Danger from anyone holding the connection in one hand and
touching, with another part of the body, a conductor or sheath subject to induction. To avoid
this, the bridling bar, which is insulated from the Insulated Platform, provides an
intermediate bonding point with the local Earth System (common earth bar).

2.2

Connection of bridling bar
The bridling bar must first be connected to the common earth bar. At this stage the bridling
bar should have no other connections made to it. The Bonding Connection from the
common earth bar is passed through the bridling bar insulated box cable entry, and bolted
to the bridling bar via the ‘lug’ on the end of the Bonding Connection.
This operation must NOT be carried out by anyone on the Insulated Platform.

2.3

Connecting Bonding Connections to bridling bar
The Bonding Connection must first be attached using (Insulated Working Conditions) to the
conductor or sheath to be earthed. Care must be taken to ensure that no part of the Bonding
Connection is allowed to come into contact with earth or any other conducting material. The
‘lug’ on the free end of the Bonding Connection is then passed through the bridling bar box
cable entry, and attached to the bridling bar using an insulated tool.

3. Use of bridling bar for through bonding.
3.1

Using Insulated Working, Bonding Connections must first be attached to the conductors or
sheaths to be bonded. Care must be taken to ensure that no parts of the Bonding
Connections are allowed to come into contact with earth or any other conducting material.

3.2

The free ends of the Bonding Connections are then attached to the bridling bar using an
Operating Pole.

3.3

Note: The removal of connections from the bridling bar must be barred out in the reverse
order to that in which they were applied.
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GUIDANCE NOTE 8 – CUTTING LV CABLES WITHOUT SPIKING
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) –
Cable Systems, for cutting and capping of LV cables where the LV cable is not wholly within a single
Earthing System.
1. Insulated Working must be used throughout this Guidance Note.
2. The LV cable must be positively identified in accordance with SRSP 9 section 6.
3. A section of the oversheath should be removed to expose the metallic sheath and/or armour.
4. Bonding Connections must then be applied to the metallic sheath on both sides of the
proposed cut and connected to the common earth bar via the bridling bar. See figure GN8a.

Figure GN8a – Double Bonding Connections on sheath/armour of LV cable.

5. The metallic sheath/armour at the point of work should be removed (including any tapes/foil)
to expose the material surrounding the insulated LV conductor(s). The exposed ends of the
metallic sheath and/or armour together with the bonding clamps, must be temporarily
insulated. See Figure GN8b.

Figure GN8b – Metallic sheath temporarily insulated.
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6. Using Insulated Working, the material surrounding the insulated conductor(s) can be
removed to expose the insulated cable conductor(s). If more than one conductor is within the
cable the conductors should be gently separated.
7. Using insulated gloves and Insulated Working Conditions the insulation surrounding a single
conductor may be removed to expose the metallic conductor beneath. The conductor should
be tested to ensure it is not Live.
8. The tested conductor may now be cut, the ends separated and suitably insulated. During
this process, personal contact must not be made with more than one conductor at any one
time; this includes avoiding simultaneous touching of the two ends of a conductor after it has
been cut. See Figure GN8c.

Figure GN8c – Cut and insulated conductors.

9. The method described in 7-8 of this Guidance Note 8 must be used for each remaining
conductor within the cable.
10. The temporary insulation may now be removed from one end only to expose the
sheath/armour end to be capped.

Figure GN8d – Temporary insulation removed on one side.
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11. The Bonding Connection on the cable end must be disconnected from the bridling bar and
then removed from the metallic sheath. See Figure GN8e.

Figure GN8e – Capping of cable end.

12. The sheath should then be capped and all the exposed metallic sheath and/or armouring,
including any metal cap, must be fully insulated.
13. The procedures detailed in 10 – 12 above should be repeated for the other cable end, if
applicable.
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GUIDANCE NOTE 9 – CUTTING LV CABLES AFTER SPIKING
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) –
Cable Systems, for cutting and capping of LV cables where the LV cable is not wholly within a single
Earthing System, and the LV cable could not be positively identified safely by any other means other
than spiking.
Risks
The highest risk to personnel is mistakenly ‘opening up’ a Live HV cable. Spiking will ensure
it is not a Live HV cable. In addition, any protection (fuses/MCB’s) fitted to the LV cable circuit
should operate, or bring up an alarm(s) if an unidentified multi-core LV cable for alarms and
protection. The aforementioned scenarios present a lower risk to personnel and their safety,
than not spiking.
Methodology
Before work commences, the Risk Assessment in Appendix 4 of SRSP 9 should be
completed.
1. Remove the LV cable oversheath in accordance with SRSP 9 Guidance Note 8, sections 1
to 4.
2. The cable must now be ‘spiked’ under Earthed Working conditions at the position of the
proposed cut using a spiking gun earthed through a Bonding Connection.
In accordance with manufacturers guidance notes mount spiking gun around
sheath/armouring; see GN9a. With Control Person consent spike LV cable to positively
identify. Confirm no alarms.

Bridling bar

Common
Earth bar
Figure GN9a – Spike gun fitted to cable with sheath intact and double bonding

3. Using insulated gloves and a face visor (in addition to other PPE) and Insulated Working
Conditions the spiking gun should then be removed, the metallic sheath/armour at the point
of work should be removed (including any tapes/foil) to expose the material surrounding the
insulated LV conductor(s).
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The exposed ends of the metallic sheath, and/or armour together with the bonding clamps,
must then be temporarily insulated.
4. Using insulated gloves and a face visor (in addition to other PPE) and Insulated Working, the
material surrounding the insulated conductor(s) can be removed to expose the cable
conductor(s). Any exposed conductor(s) must be tested to ensure they are Dead. If more
than one conductor is within the cable the conductors should be gently separated.
5. Using insulated gloves and a face visor (in addition to other PPE) and Insulated Working
Conditions the insulation surrounding a single conductor may be removed to expose the
metallic conductor beneath. The conductor should be tested to ensure it is not Live.

Common
Earth bar

Bridling bar

Figure GN9b – Double Bonding Connections on sheath/armour of LV cable

6. The tested conductor may now be cut, the ends separated and suitably insulated.
7. The method described in 3-6 of this Guidance Note 9 must be used for each remaining
conductor within the cable.
8. The temporary insulation may now be removed from one end only to expose the
sheath/armour end to be capped
9. The sheath should be capped and all the exposed metallic sheath and/or armouring,
including any metal cap, must be fully insulated.
10. If the cable is left ‘pot ended’, the Bonding Connections connected to the metallic sheath
should be removed. The end caps should then be fully insulated using Insulated Working.
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GUIDANCE NOTE 10 – GLANDING OFF LV CABLES AT TERMINAL
BOXES
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of Supporting Procedure 9 (SRSP 9) –
Cable Systems, for glanding off of LV cables at terminal boxes, where the LV cable is not wholly
within a single Earthing System.
Separate Earthing Systems must not be connected together by LV cable armouring.
Where LV cables transverse separate Earthing Systems the armouring of one end only of an LV
cable must be fitted with an insulated gland, and the armouring earthed at the other end via the gland
earthing lug.
The insulated or earthed gland must be fitted to the LV cable using Insulated Working Conditions as
follows: 1. Using Insulated Working a section of oversheath should be removed to expose the metallic
sheath and/or armour.
2. The cable should be glanded-off using Approved insulated working items and temporary
insulation applied to the metallic portion of the gland connected to the LV cable
sheath/armouring.
3. Terminating the gland: 3.1

Where the gland is insulated

a.

A site specific written risk assessment must be carried out by the Senior Authorised
Person.

b.

Using Insulated Working Conditions, and in accordance with the risk assessment, the
gland can be terminated to the terminal box / enclosure

c.

Using Insulated Working the temporary insulation can be removed from the metallic
portion of the gland and the permanent gland insulation applied.

3.2

Where the gland is earthed

a.

A site specific written risk assessment must be carried out by the Senior Authorised
Person.

b.

If the terminal box / enclosure is made of metallic material the connection to earth is
checked for integrity to the common earth bar.

c.

Using Insulated Working the temporary insulation is removed from part of the gland
and a Bonding Connection is applied to the metallic portion of the gland and
connected to the common earth bar via the bridling bar. The temporary insulation is
re-applied.

d.

Using Insulated Working Conditions, and in accordance with the risk assessment, the
gland can be terminated to the terminal box / enclosure, including the earth lug to the
terminal box / enclosure earth connection.

e.

Using Earthed Working the temporary insulation can be removed from the metallic
portion of the gland and the permanent gland insulation / protection applied.
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GUIDANCE NOTE 11 – CUTTING FAULTED OR DAMAGED HV CABLES
This Guidance Note supplements the relevant requirements of SRSP 9 for cutting faulted HV cables.
The following requirements state the methodology for cutting faulted or damaged HV cables, and
supplements the methodology described in Guidance Note 4 – Cutting and Capping HV Cables.
1. Prior to commencing cutting operations, it must be ensured that conductor and metallic
sheaths are isolated from earth at both circuit ends as shown in figure GN11a.

Figure GN11a – POI & Primary Earths applied. Disconnections to CSEs and no drain earths applied.

2. It must be established that the cable is undamaged for a distance of at least two metres from
the point of fault / damage, and no conducting loops have been established in either the
conducting sheath or conductor. Only one cut can be performed at a time in order to avoid
the establishment of conducting loops.
3. The point of work where the cutting is to be performed should be set up for Insulated Working
Conditions as per section 7 and Figures 3 & 4.
4. Cutting, using Insulated Working Conditions in preparation for jointing in a new section of
cable, should be in accordance with Guidance Note 4, Impressed Voltage Conditions
(SRSP 9 section 7) and jointing instructions specific to the joint.
5. The cut end toward the ‘non-faulted’ section of cable should be prepared and protected from
damage and the elements for jointing work; see figure GN11b.
6. The faulted side can be moved out of the way; see figure GN11c.
7. The other side of the faulted / damaged section should be cut and prepared in accordance
with section 3 to 5 of this Guidance Note 11.
Note: the common earth bar should be used for both jointing pits. Separate common earths
could lead to differences in potential and could give rise to transfer potentials.
8. A new section of cable can now be laid in the trench between the two repair joint pits (figure
GN11d). One end of this new section of cable should be roughly prepared to allow connection
of both the conductor and metallic sheath to earth via the bridling bar; it should then be
protected from damage and the elements. The other end of the cable can be jointed using
Earthed Working Conditions.
9. The second end of the cable can be now be prepared for jointing using Earthed Working
Conditions. Feruling of the cable conductor should continue to be undertaken using Earthed
Working Conditions unless it is not possible to maintain an earth Bonding Connection on the
conductor in which case Insulated Working Conditions should be adopted.
10. Earthed Working Conditions should be used to complete the metallic sheath connections and
joint body unless it is not possible or reasonably practicable to maintain an Earth Bonding
Connection Insulated on the metallic sheath.
11. Insulated Working Conditions should be adopted for the final assembly of the joint body.
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Common Earth
bar connection

Figure
GN11b

Common
Earth bar

Bridling bar

Bridling bar

Minimum 2m

Minimum 2m

Figure
GN11c
Common
Earth bar

Bridling bar

Figure
GN11d

Bridling bar

New length
of cable
Bridling bar

Common
Earth bar

Bridling bar

Bridling bar

Common
Earth bar

Bridling bar

Figure
GN11e
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